
HR Club Activity 

 

HR Club, Zenith organized “Manthan” on 16th Jan. 2019. The event made the participants 

explore the contours of their imagination. The event was distinctly categorized into three 

rounds viz., “Outside the box (Quiz) on lateral thinking, Bend it shape it (Pro uses) and 

“Balance the balloon”.  

Round 1:Outside the box 

The first round Outside the Box was a Question Answer round. A question was shown and the 

participants had to give a creative answer. This was an elimination round. 

 

Round 2: Bend It, Shape It 

Five teams qualified for second round ben It, Shape It. The round was based on the assumption 

that “The prop impress no one; the trick you use it for is everything.” The qualified teams were 

given a unique prop that they had to use in an innovative manner. 

 Round 3: Balance the Balloon 

The qualified teams had to put their trust to test and transfer the given items from one place to 

designated location, balancing the balloon with their backs.  

The activities were perfect blend of fun and learning. Prof.  Bishwa Ranjan Kumar and Prof 

Dharini Raje Sisodia were the judges for the event. Director,Cmde (Dr) .Vivek Chawla was 

the special guest of honour in the event.  “The stage doesn’t only belong to actors, but also to 

the audience.” “Pass the Minnion” was used as catharsis in the event generating an excited and 

involved audience. All the participants showed a great zeal and enthusiasm which spread lot of 

positivity amongst the audience. The first prize was won by Akash Thenua & Yogendra Singh 

of ISR Club . Abhinav Vashistha & Ravi Kant Gupta of Finance Club grbbed the runner up 

position. Finally the Deputy Director, Dr. Shruti Gupta addressed the audience wherein she 

appreciated the efforts made by the students highlighting the significance of Team Work for 

effective execution of work. The event concluded by preserving the memories with a group 

photograph of all the Club members and the participants. 
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